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Alamo Lookout Microwave Relay Station. 

By PERRY L. WHITE 

White Sands Signal Corps Agency 

How the "chain radar system" supplies space position i~formation 
to optical tracking instruments. Optical stations which are located be
yond line of sight of launching areas or lose track of targets behind 
clouds can be pointed "on target" from radar data originating from a 
remote source. 

"MISSILE A WAY!" 

... 



V ARIOUS groups a~ White ~ands Proving ~round 
are constantly seekmg practical means of Improv

ing and extending optical coverage of long-flying, super
sonic missiles. Optical focal lengths have been increased, 
automatic tracking systems for optical instruments have 
been worked on, and radar acquisition data has been 
furn ished to optical instrumentation sites. It is with 
the last named of these three approaches to the prob
lem, tha t this article is concerned. 

T he heart of the acquisition sys tem is the White 
Sands Signal Corps Agency's Chain radar system. This 
system has been in use at the proving ground for several 
years. I t consists of four permanent radar control sta
tions, loca ted roughly 30 miles apart, from north to 
south, on the 120-mile-long missile testing range. 

Assume that a missile is fired straight northward from 
a launching site near the southern range boundary. 
From the instant of take-off , the missile is tracked by 
"C" Sta tion, the chain radar sta tion neares t the launch
ing site. "C" Station is now in command of the radar 
system. But as the missile speeds farther and farther 
uprange, control is passed from each station, in turn, 
to the next station to the north . Command is trans 
ferred the instant that it becomes apparent that an
other station is obtaining fli ght data superior to that 
being obtained by the controlling station. 

T he command station transmits missile space posi
tion data via a microwave link to the Alamo Lookout 
Radio Relay Station, atop a 9,288 ft. mountain. From 
the R elay Station, the data is microwaved to the other 
chain stations and radioed (VHF) to widely dispersed 
optical instrumentation sites. The chain stations re
ceiving the data, apply parallax corrections, locate the 
target in space, and proceed to track. 

Before transmission from a station in command of the 
sys tem, all space position data is referenced to a com
mon coordinate system. Thus all receiving stations, opti
cal or radar, use only one set of parallax constants, re
gardless of which station is serving as the primary data 
source. 

Each chain radar station is equipped with several 
radar sets. However, only one set can feed data to the 
chain a t any given time. At a m as ter chain station, the 
~hain commander sits at a chain console during track
mg operations. By means of information presented on 
the console, the commander can not only place any 
station in command of the chain system but can also 
selec t one particular radar set at tha t station as the 
data source for the entire system. 
. In this connection, a device for automatically select
mg the command station and the best performing radar 
at that station has been considered desirable. To meet 
this need, the Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories 
have recently let a study contract to Cook Research 
Laboratories, Chicago, Ill. , to investigate the feasibility 
of developing such a device. This presumably would be 
a small computer that could evaluate each radar's 
tracking performance, carefully weigh other factors, and 
selec t th~ radar producing the best chain data during 
any particular portion of a missile flight. 

At the present time the chain commander chooses 
wha.t appears to be the best performing radar by ob
servmg both a status board on the chain console made 
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up of a multi-colored display of lights and the space 
position plot of the missile trajectory. The chosen radar 
feeds range, azimuth, and elevation data in the form 
of A.C. voltages to a synchro type analog computer. 
This computer, commonly referred to as an A.C. Co
ordinate Converter, transforms this polar data to the 
cartesian coordinates x, y, and z, applies parallax con
stants, and sets scale factors. Its output is three D.C. 
voltages, proportional to the x, y, and z coordinates of 
the missile's space position. 

To digress briefly, the chain system is presently being 
extensively field tested to determine whether its ac
curacy and reliability can be increased significantly by 
replacing A.C. with D.C. type converters. Theoretically, 
the D.C. method, using radar sine-cosine and range 
potentiometers as the primary source of data, in place 
of A.C. synchros, will increase the accuracy, precision, 
and reliability of the chain data. 

The output of the Coordinate Converter, i.e. the three 
D.C. voltages proportional to x, y, and z, are feel to the 
~a~a Converter. This instrument, a 16-digit analog-to
digital convert~r, transforms the D.C. voltages to binary 
numbers, apphes parallax data as necessary, and feeds 
the binary numbers in the form of 1200 cycle tone 
bursts to the communications medium. 

It should be interposed here that only the first 13 
least significant dig-its are used for data transimssion 
a method proviclir:g a potential accuracy of .01 % of 
maximum range. At present the three higher sio·nificant 
digits are not used. However, they could be ~sed for 
data transmission and parallax purposes should it be
come necessary to extend the range. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM- CHAIN RADAR SYSTEM 
TRANSMITTING STATION 

9 9 __ RADAR 

JUNCTION BOX 

COORDINATE f---,....e:DC"--,----;4 

CONVERTER IX. Y. Z.l 

DATA 

CONVERTER 

From the chain station m command, the 1200 cycle 
tone bursts , representing the missile's position in the 
x, y, and z planes, are microwaved to the Radio Relay 
Station. The signals are then re-transmitted by either 
microwave or VHF radio links to all range stations 
using acquisition data. '!\Then necessary, the signals 
can be further relayed from the VHF receiver stations 
to more remote stations via telephone lines. 

Present-day stations furnishing acquisition data to 
optical instruments, are equipped with a VHF com
munications receiver, an AN/ TSQ-1 receiver, and a 
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DATA TRANSMJTTER 
AND RECEIVER. 

A schematic drawing of the principle of chain radar operation, showing the location of chain stations at 
WSPG, plus the microwave relay links. The chain commander can, by consulting his console, put any radar 
station in control of the chain to feed data all over the WSPG range. 

D.C., analog type, Coordinate Converter. The VHF 
receiver reproduces the original 1200 cycle tone burst 
at its output and feeds it to the TSQ-1 receiver. The 
TSQ-1 , a binary-to-analog converter , which is equipped 
to handle 16 digits in the same manner as the trans
mitter, accepts the 1200 cycle tone burst, applies station 
parallax digitally, and produces three D.C. voltages 
proportional to the x, y, and z position of the missile 
with respect to the receiving sta tion. These three volt
ages along with a D.C. reference voltage are then fed 
to the D.C. Coordinate Converter. The Coordinate 
Converter transforms the incoming data from cartesian 
to polar coordina tes, applies p roper scale factors, and 
produces the three necessary shaft rota tions. Each shaft 
rota tion is presented at the output in the form of a D.C . 
voltage and a synchro position . 

Incidentially, this D.C. Coordina te Conver ter, devel 
oped a t Evans Signa l Laboratory, has not been conclus
ively field tes ted. However, its conversion accuracy ap
pears to be within specifi cations requiring that the 
static angular standard deviation should not exceed 1 
mil, and under dynamic conditions, should not exceed 
2 mils a t shaft speeds up to 6 rpm ; that stati c range 
accuracy should be within 150 yards; and that velocity 
lag should not exceed 60 yards a t velocities up to 20,000 
yards per second. The Coordina te Converter also has 
facilities for adding parallax should it be used with 
instruments not containing this feature. However, a t 
the proving ground, it is not normally used for parallax-
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ing data. 
Outputs of the D.C. Coordinate Converter are nor

mally fed to two types of optical instruments: the IGOR 
(Intercept Ground Optical R ecorder ) and the Aska nia 
Cine-Theodolite. The IGOR is used to photograph the 
interception of an aerial target by an anti-aircraft mis
sle. The Askania is used to photograph missiles through
out flight. Both instruments make use of telescopic lenses . 

The IGOR cameras receive synchro data from the 
D.C. Coordinate Converter. To make this possible, 
cameras on the IGOR are modified to house two 
synchros which receive azimuth and elevation data res
pectively. Since circuits for both types of data are 
identical, only the operation of the azimuth circuit need 
be explained. 

The stator of the azimuth synchro on the camera is 
wired in parallel with the stator of the output synchro 
a t the converter. The rotor of the camera synchro is 
geared to the camera azimuth drive shaft. A resistance 
bridge containing a galvanometer is across the output 
of this rotor. This circuit is capable of detecting small 
differences in shaft rotation between the two synchro 
rotors. The galvanometer indicates the magnitude and 
direction of the error between the two shafts. T hus, the 
galvanometer readings indicate to the operators whether 
the IGOR is on target. 

The means used to feed acquisition data to Askania 
cine- theodolites is much the same as in the case of the 
IGOR, except tha t the synchros in the camera are re-

" MISSILE AWAY!" 



. , ACQUISITION STATION REQUIREMENTS 

· VH ~~~ 
0~·-··- l . 

TE'LEPHONE • .v.e10 

DATA PARAllAX. DATA 

RECEIVER RECEIVER CORR!il: 
DIAL READINGS 

ETC. . 

' POSSIBLE USES : 

RADAR DIRECTION. CAME'RA POSITION. GUN DIRECTION, TELESCOPE(WITH GUN 

SERVOS), MANUAL NULLING SYSTEM (DIAL READINGS IN CONJUNCTION 
WITH " HUMAN SERVO") 

placed with linear potentiometers. Also, the Askania 
cameras receive D.C. voltage from the Coordinate Con
verter representing shaft rotation. 

A systems evaluation program has recently been be
gun on the acquisition equipment described in this 
ar ticle. Sufficient data h as not yet been gathered to 
justify conclusions as to over-all accuracy of the ac
quisition system. However, evidence that the system is 
serving its purpose very well does exist. The Optical 
Group of the Flight Determination Labora tory, White 
Sands Proving Ground, is continuing to make use of 
this system as a n aid in optically instrumenting many 
types of missile programs. 

Although this fact and other evidence indicate tha t 
the system is doing a very adequate job a t White Sands 
Proving Ground, it is probable that additional work 

IT'S NOT 
WHAT 
YOU 
LOOK AT. • • 
A guided missile speeds skyward on its destructive 
flight. Minutes later it hits its target. What hap
pened the moment it exploded ... one thousandth 
of a second later . .. two thousandths of a second 
later? The human eye can't tell. The action is too 
fast . .. but not too fast for FAST AX. W ith FAST AX, 
the world's most venatile high-speed motiotz pic
tlwe cameras, action is stopped "cold" with pictures 
ta·ken as high as 16,000 per second. Later these 
same pictures are projected and studied in detail. 

WRITE fot more detailed information on how 
FAST AX is the e-ngineer's most modenz tool .. • how 
it can save your company time and money. 

would be necessary to adapt it to longer range proving 
grounds. For example, range capability would have to 
be exte_n?ed, . and increased ~ccuracy would be required. 
In add1t10n, 1t would be des1rable to devise servo driven 
optical instruments, thus eliminating the need for hu
man operators, particularly in hazardous or isolated 
areas. • • • 

A Signal Corps technician checks the recording in
struments where a continuous record of chain operation 
is plotted, enabling engineers to assess the operation of 
the system. 

.IT'S WHAT 
YOU SEEI 

:and you'll see more clearly with 
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Many sciences band together to permit a guided missile to go aloft 
in search of its target. Not least among these is the electronic science 
of radar which can not only guide a missile but also perform the important 
function of showing human beings where the targe~ is ... and where the 
missile is! 

T HE term radar is one which was coined from the 
expression "R adio Detection And Ranging." Suc

cessful radar systems were developed independently 
in the U nited States, England, France, and Germany 
during the years 1930 to 1940. It was Heinrich H ertz 
however, who in 1886 discovered radio waves and 
established that these waves had optical properties 
identical to ordinary visible light. H e also showed that 
radio waves are refl ected from solid objects. In 1922, 
Marconi championed the use of short waves for radio 
detection. In 1925, the pulse-ranging technique was 
put to use by Breit and Tune of Carnegie Institution 
of Washington for the measurement of the ionosphere 
heights. The next logical step in the sequence was the 
development of radar. In November, 1938, a radar 
set la ter to be known as SCR-268, designed and built 
by the Signal Corps Laboratories, was tested by a 
Coast Arti llery Board for control of antiaircraft guns 
and searchlights. In early 1939, the Naval R esearch 
Laboratories were giving extensive fleet tests to radar 
equipment installed on the USS New York. The British, 
in 1936, began an installation of five early warning 
radars near London which were based on an experi
mental radar system suggested by Sir Robert Watson_
Watt. Tremendous impetus to radar development was 
given by the onset of World War II. Development 
of new equipment still continues. 

A simplified radar set is made up of some funda
mental major components. They are an antenna or 
antennas, a transmitter, a receiver, an indicator and 
a timing device. (See Fig. 1 and 2). 

With this equipment we are interested in making 
at least two measurements for search radar equipment, 
namely, range and azimuth to a target ; the third 
measurement of elevation or height being furnished 
by an auxiliary radar known as a height-finder. 

However, a gun-laying radar or precision tracking 
radar must measure all three parameters, namely, 
range, azimuth angle, and elevation angle. 

The measurement of range is primarily based on 
the velocity of propagation for radio waves. If we 
transmit a very short burst of radio frequency energy 
and measure the elapsed time required for this burst 
of energy to reach a target and be reflected back to 
the radar set, we can then determine the total distance 
of the round trip, if we assume a propagation velocity. 
The distance to the target would then be, of course, 
half the round trip distance. The normal propagation 
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velocity used is C =- 3 x 1010 em/ sec, which is the 
free space value. However, the problem of tracking in 
the earth's atmosphere or through it as the case for 
rockets requires a different value for precision range 
measurement. This variation is clue to the changing 
dielectric constant caused usually by a change of mois
ture content with height. As a result we get refraction , 
again an optical characteristic, hence a slightly curved 
radar beam which yields a larger range measurement 
than the actual range. This effect can be compensated 
for in the time generator if we use a new average 
propagation value. The methods of connection for 
precise range me-asurement will be covered in a la ter 
article. Since the variation occurs in the fourth decimal 
place, we will continue to use 3 x 1010 em/ sec for this 
article. This value is also equal to 328 yards/ microsec
ond for the round trip or 164 yards/ microsecond for 
the one-way trip. Then numerically if the elapsed time 
between transmission of energy and receipt of the 
echo is 10 microseconds, then the target is 1,640 yards 

(Next page please) 

A typical radar operator's console with all controls, 
screens, and power supplies grouped together for easy 
operation and maintenance. (U. S. Army photo.) 
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TRANSM I TTER RECEIVER 

T IME 
IN DICATOR 

. GENERATOR 

Fig. 1: The block diagram of a radar system with 
two separate antennas, one for transmitting and another 
for receiving the reflected pulse. 

away. This distance can be displayed on the indicator 
which contains a cathode ray tube (CRT ) and asso
cic.ted circuitry. In one particular type of scanning 
known as "A scan", the beam of the CRT is caused 
to begin a sweep from left to right at the instant a 
tr:'.nsmitted pulse is sent out by the transmitter. The 
sw ~ep crosses the face of the tube at a uniform and 
predetermined rate. ·when the echo is received by the 
re~. eiver, the beam of the CRT is deflected from its 
ho.cizontal course for the duration of the received signal. 
The CRT normally has a scale on a bezel or electronic 
range machine calibrated directly in range so that the 
operator can read the range at anytime during the 
tracking operation. (See Fig. 2) . 

The transmission of pulse energy is a cyclic process 
and is known as the pulse repetiti_on frequency or PRF. 
The PRF normally determines the maximum range 
at which the measurement of range can be effectively 
accomplished without ambiguity. If a second pulse 
leaves the transmitter and a new sweep starts ( the 
sweep start and transmitted pulse are normally syn
chronized by the timing genera tor ) prior to the return 
of the echo from the first pulse, then an incorrect 
range measurement will be made unless the operator 
can interpret the indica tor reading. T here are special 
circuits which can be used to blank out unwanted 
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TRANSM IT I RECEIVE (T/R) 

TUBE 

TRANSM ITTE R RECEIVER 

Fig. 2: A common type of radar system using only 
one antenna for both transmitting and receiving. The 
t/ r tube switches the antenna a t a rapid rate, allowing 
it to send a pulse and then pick up the reflected echo. 

information, but are not incorporated in our simplified 
radar set. The duration of the burst of RF energy from 
the transmitter is known as the pulse width. This value 
is one microsecond for long range search type radar 
sets. The widths of the pulse is determined by a number 
of factors. 

The longer the pulse duration, the greater the quan
tity of energy transmitted in one pulse for a given 
p eak power output. Therefore, the capability of the 
particular transmitter tube will be the limiting factor 
on energy transmitted. The pulse width, peak power, 
and pulse repetition rate all enter into computation 
of average power consumption and transmission of the 
transmitting tube. Normally low repetition rates (on 
the order of 100 to 400 pulses per second ) are used 
in search sys tems to allow for long-range tracking. 
The length of pulse duration will also affect the detec
tion of very close ta rgets. A 10 microsecond pulse width 
will prevent the detection of a ta rget within 1,64·0 
yards, since some energy from the transmitter will 
block the receiver for that time. Actually this unde
tectable range is usually higher because the receive r 
will not recover to full sensitivity immediately after 
the tr ansmitted pulse. Therefore, for gun laying equip
ment, the pulse duration is usually less than one micro
second to allow for tracking of close targets. 

"MISSILE AWAY!" 



TRANSMITTED PULSE 

RECEIVED ECHO 

RECEIVE R NOISE 

BEAM ROTATION 

TARGETS 

Fig. 3: An "A" scan on the left, one of the earliest Fig. 4: T he "PPI" or "Plan Position Indicator" scan. 
types of radar presenta tions. On the right, a "J" scan 
or circular scan, a later innovation. 

We now have been able to measure range by the use 
of a time measurement. If our time generator contained 
a 100,000 cycle per sec. oscilla tor then the period for 
one cycle would be 10 microseconds or a radar equiva
lent of 1,640 yards. By causing the CRT beam to move 
across the face of the tube in one cycle or 10 micro
seconds we have been able to set up a time or range 
base of 1,640 yards. If we divided this sweep or base 
into 300 equal parts we would then be able to measure 
1/ 300 of 1,640 yards or approximately 5 yards, which 
is equivalent to 1/ 30 of a microsecond. 

Our next p roblem is to measure bearing or azimuth 
angle. The rel a tionship of radio waves and optics have 
led the way toward the design of highly directional 
antennas similar to the beam produced by a fl ashlight. 
T he use of ultra high frequencies have reduced antenna 
sizes to physical realities . A ten foot parabolic reflecto r 
a t 3000 megacycles has a beam width of approximately 
2Y2 degrees measured a t the half power points of the 
antenna pattern. This means tha t the antenna must 
be pointing a t a ta rget within the 2y2 degree beam 
width before an echo can be received . The strongest 
echo is received when the antenna points directly a t 
the ta rget and decreases in signal strength as the an-
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tenna moves off the target. Thus the bearing of the 
target can be determined by noting the bearing of the 
antenna at the time the strongest return signal is 
received. One of the basic methods for making this 
angular measurement ma kes use of an indica tor called 
a Plan Position Indicator or PPI. By causing a sweep 
to start in synchronization with transmitted pulse a t 
the center of the CRT and move toward the circum
ference radially, we can have a visible bearing indicator. 

·The presence of a ta rget is indicated by intensification 
of the beam at the range from the center equivalent 
to the position of the ta rget. T he radial CRT beam 
is caused to rotate about its center in synchronization 
with the antenna so it rota tes in the horizontal plane 
in order to scan a 360o area about its center. (See F ig. 
3). Intensification of the CRT beam at any point on its 
length while it is being rota ted indicates the presence 
of either an airborne or ground target a t that bearing 
depending on the type of antenna being used. 

In the event that a radar set has an antenna radi
a ting pa ttern which is fan type; i. e. narrow in the 
horizontal plane and wide in the vertical plane (typical 
of search sets) or let us say 2 o in horizontal p lane and 

(Next page please) 
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h . I I . 
Any moment, now, i t will happen 
... a little hand reaching ... a 
puppy-tai l wagging ... and 
suddenly a boy and his new dog 
will be tumbling togethe1· in the 
beginning of love. 

H ere , in s~wh a mo1nent, out of 
the heart's deep need for love 
begins the reaching for secur-ity 
that all of us need all our lives. 

Only in the freedom of a country 
like ours can each one of us have 
the privilege Of work·ing for ·the 
security of those we love. And 
building that security yields a 
double reward: happiness in our 
homes and strength for America. 

For the strength of our country 
is simply that of one secure home 
joined to another's. 

Your security and tha t of your 
country begin in your home. 

Saving for security is easy! Here's a 
savings system that r eally works-the 
Payroll Savings Plan for investing in 
United States Savin gs Bonds. 

Go to your company's pay office, 
choose the amount you want to save. 
That money will be set aside for you 
before you even draw your .pay. And 
invested in Bonds which are turned 
over to you. 

If yo u can save only $3.75 a week on 
the Plan, in 9 years and 8 months you 
will have $2,137.30. 

U.S. Series "E" Savings Bonds 
earn interest at an average of 3% per 
year, compounded semiannually, when 
held to maturity! And they ~an go on 
earning interest for as long as 19 
years and8 months if you wish, giving 
you back 80% more than yo u put in! 

For your sake, and your family's, 
too, how about s ignin g up today? Or 
join the Bond-A-Month Plan where 
you bE.nk. 

The U. S. Government does not pay fo,· 
tid.~ advertisement. It is donated by 
this p!tblication ·in cooperation with the 
Aclvertlsh!.g Comwil and the Magazine 

Publishers of America. 

MOTION OF BEAM 

--\-\---TARGET 
TARGET HEIGHT 

Fig. 5: The Height Finder Scan used to determine 

both the distance and altitude of a radar target. 

30° in vertical plane it would be impossible to determine 
elevation angle of the target to better than 30o accur
acy. If we have an auxilliary radar set with an antenna 
which has a vertical beam width of 2° and a horizontal 
beaw width of 30o, then we could scan this antenna 
in the vertical plane as compared to the previous 
antenna which scanned in the horizontal plane. By us
ing the same technique as in the PPI, we now have 
a Range-Height Indicator or RHI. The starting point 
of the beam is shifted off center to allow more CRT 
beam length. (See Fig. 4). This type of radar set is 
known as a Height Finder. 

Gun laying radar sets must be capable of measuring 
bearing or azimuth angle and elevation angle with one 
antenna. This is accomplished by the flashlight type 
beam produced by a full parabolic antenna similar to 
the type described previously which has a beam width 
of 21'2 o in horizontal and vertical planes. Since the 
signal strength return from the target decreases if the 
antenna goes off target in either azimuth or elevation, 
we have a suitable source of information which can 
operate a servomechanism designed to drive the an
tenna in the direction of maximum received signal in 
both azimuth and elevation planes. 

We have now discussed the basic parameters which 
are obtained from a radar set normally, range, azimuth 
and elevation. Further articles will cover applications 
of the radar set to electronic instrumentation in the 
rocket field including capabilities of radar in terms of 
accuracy of measurements. 

"MISSILE AWAY!" 


